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Editor’s Note 
 

Welcome to the second web journal issue of Bonnie’s Crew! 
 

The biggest news since the first issue was published: we received a 
thank you card and certificate to thank us for raising £1,193 so far for the 
Children’s Heart Surgery Fund (total since we started in February 2018). 
Naturally I wanted to note this here, and thank our contributors, readers, anyone 
who has donated, shared the webzine, journal, or print anthology on social 
media, and anyone who has submitted or ever had a kind word for us. I do not do 
this alone. You’re all part of the project and the vision. 
 

Other than that, not much to report.  It’s spring for most of us, autumn 
for some I suppose (if you’re reading from the southern hemisphere), and this 
issue is full of endings and beginnings, renewal, meditations – on nature, the 
universe, ourselves – and the experiences with hope, hospitals, and hearts that 
always find a home in Bonnie’s Crew. 
 
Happy reading! 

 
Kate Garrett 
 
Sheffield, UK 
April 2019 
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Welcome 
 

for Dulce María Loynaz 
 
How far have you traveled today? 
Perhaps to the spot where warm  
 
rain falls, the happy rain that plays 
on palm fronds and makes rivulets 
 
on the dry soil. Water writes a love 
poem to the earth again and again, 
 
sometimes gentle love-bites, sometimes  
torrents of passion, but always 
 
faithfully returning after journeying 
over other lands and seas. Rest now, 
 
and feel the rain’s affection. Can you 
still feel it kiss your face hello? 
 

Lisa Stice 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* Dulce María Loynaz (1902-1997; Cuba): poet (several collections including Poemas sin 
nombre) and novelist (including Jardin) 
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Stray Creatures 

  
I find the baby lying in a cradle of earth. 
Her balled-fist wails draw me in, 
urge me to scoop her up. 
  
Peat-rich eyes startle at my arms, 
loss clutched in iris-flecks. 
I hear my voice coo a gentle rhythm – 
something softer than the sky implies. 
  
The garden has thrived since her arrival. 
Now, she sits straight-backed on my knees; 
waves delighted arms at swooping birds. 
  
A cat joins us most afternoons; 
I leave out a saucer of milk. 
She laughs at her fingers in tabby fur, 
I rake mine lightly through her warm curls. 
  
We all feel the sun. 
Stray creatures seem to like it here. 
 

Claire Walker 
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Star bright 

 
A tiny mole she snuffles, 
blue-white eyes look inward. 
Tissue-paper skin folds and creases. 
Her sea-anemone lips puff and purse. 
Below a fairy vest, fragile bars 
hold safe a hesitant heart. 
 
In these blink-short days, she’s cooried 
close by dark’s velvet blanket. 
We wish her a lifetime to steady 
those tip tapping beats. 
 

Finola Scott 
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I know my name and I know yours 
 
And the girl from 7th grade with the braids  
who sang like a song bird, 
and that my children were born. 
 
I talk to you and I feel joy.  
I know the sounds your voice makes. 
There is some part of me  
remembering all. 
 
But it’s a bee’s nest in here.  
 
And the eggs,  
some I cannot name. 
Some are different colors.  
Which bird has the speckled eggs?  
 
We eat. The size is your thumb.  
 
Once, when a girl,  
we raised robins.  
 
The nest had been spoiled, 
we did what is impossible:  
we rescued them. We named them.  
We knew their names. 
 
We watched every single one hatch.  
And fly.  
 
It was glorious then. 
I think I remember. 
I want to remember. 
 

Deirdre Fagan 
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Diagnosis 

 
doors banging 
in the end you will not know me 
window blinds cracking 
I hear distant house noises 
I slide away with cups of coffee 

 
only by tunnel vision can I walk this path 
a leaf brushes my face I feel the wetness 
I want to flatten the world stop the tangles 
start the flashing lights of the synapses 
then I realise that one bulb is missing 

 
Mary Percy-Burns 
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Skin  
 
It’s Friday night,  
Can finally hang up my second skin for good, or at least 2 days  
The skin that makes me look presentable,  
Hair curled, dark coal eyeliner  
Laughing at just the right moment,  
That second skin, is not the skin I’m in  
It’s a mirage of what I should be  
Put together, “Oh I’m fine, never been better!”  
But Friday nights are for seclusion, libations, and delusions  
Nothing to do, nowhere to be  
It’s really lonely...if only  
I push people away, it’s all because I overthink and don’t know what to say,  
Don’t worry I’ll try to keep the hysterics at bay,  
But every day it ends this way,  
I’m tired, 25 years and I’m uninspired.  
Constant advice is babygirl just pray,  
The politically correct black folk thing to say.  
I don’t know who I am  
And I don’t have a plan  
But all of this my second skin can withstand,  
I can get myself together on command. 
 

Ciara Banks 
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Navigation by chimneys 
 
I know the brick chimney 
at the foot of Hoyle Ing 
marks the point 
ten mins from school. 
It has a ring of steel 
around the top 
and a tree grows 
from its mouth. 
  
If we are lost we follow 
the lines of the canal 
the sound of trains 
and look for the square stone chimney 
dropped down in the valley 
just below our house. 
This means we are found. 
 

Sarah L Dixon 
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nature calls me home 
 
nature calls me home,  
at once i know where i belong.  
 
my feet were made to tread  
upon fields of green.  
 
my head to be covered  
with clouds and stars.  
 
my body clothed with  
petals of wild thistles.  
 
my lips touched with  
lilacs purple hue.  
 
my hands covered in  
the richness of the earth.  
 
my eyes reflecting  
the colours of a harvest of bounty.  
 
i am at home. 
 

sharon l green 
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Koring Chiriclo ii – a triolet 

 
Jel on, me dad would say. 
Pack up yer covels, we’ll be on our way. 
Take our time, get to Frome’s Hill by May. 
Jel on, me dad would say. 
The cuckoo’s callin’, untie the grai, 
Up onto the vardo. It’s a kushti day. 
Jel on, me dad would say. 
Pack up yer covels. We’ll be on our way. 
 

Raine Geoghegan 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
*Romani words:  Koring Chiriclo – the cuckoo;. Jel on – move on; Covels – belongings: Grai – 
horses; Vardo – wagon; Kushti – lovely. 
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The Tiny, Ruined Cathedrals We Are 
 

for T.Z. 
 
In the end of the world, all we will have ever been 
is for each other. I know you are in the muck of it 
here and now. I know of a church, an abandoned place, 
no others can come to but us. Come with me: 
drop your bars of Xanax, pour out the brown bottles 
and smash their glass. I’ll step over them barefoot 
if it means you’ll come with me. Come with me: 
I will light candles at the altar of trap music and grunge, 
lock the windows against the draft of shitty excuses 
and self-loathing, and sacrifice the woolen bleating 
of our sorrow. Come with me: we can pray  
by taking a can of spray paint and graffiti carving  
our names at the pulpit. You can finger-paint miseries 
and bad memories all over this place. You can  
tear up the red aisle and take a crowbar to the pews. 
You can flick up your middle finger at the moon 
that looks through the cracks in this falling ceiling. 
Everything is falling: it always has been. However, 
this does not mean it will not land and pick itself  
back up again. I know you are struggling with cleaning 
all the bad blood from under your fingernails. I know 
sometimes death is an appealing best friend. She lies. 
She will be your friend again, eventually, but not now. 
In this place, we can recount the blessings, all two  
of them we have: you for me, and I for you. This world 
is not kind to those who are not protected by greed. 
This world is a foxhole and we are filling it with gore. 
But, we have each other. We can bandage and suture 
all the broken promises made to us by making some 
to ourselves. Promise me you will stay your blade. 
Promise me you will breathe only fire and honesty. 
Promise me you will never forget yourself: this is 
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how you lose to the world we know and never wanted. 
Come outside with me: the stars are a firing squad 
and we have circles under our eyes. Find your lighter.  
I’ll soak these abandoned cathedrals we call our past lives 
with gasoline. Light it up. Watch it burn and laugh. 
Our lives were never meant to be safe. Our lives  
were never meant to be easy: but here, at the end, 
we can desecrate what we were to build what we’ll be. 
Throw all the evidence into the river. Then, we’ll go  
skinny dip. We are only freest when there’s nothing  
left to lose; and then, that’s when we will find it all.   
 

Samuel J Fox 
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Peony with light 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Geraldine Clarkson 
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Voyage Out Sonnet 34 
  
A sofa looking at the ceiling imagines great big eyes 
about to dance. Being anchored in thinking 
did not help other people know lives darkened 
with light. Stability walked through the sea. The dark-blue rose 
of stars anchored a single light, stood by the iron gate of a pale house. 
Rattling cans approached light sitting near 
the corner of leaves brushing a voice. It crept; 
crumpled. Spoken quite distinctly, 
from the year 1860, the voice quickened into shadow. 
Engaged reflectively in the dark, the night’s heart leapt 
with power. A little owl 
called at last. Voices broke beauty 
of mystery broken in sleep. 
In the garden, stones still beat quickly. 
 

Erik Fuhrer 
 
 
 
 
 
*These poems are from a longer work titled The Voyage Out Sonnets, a page by page 
erasure of Virginia Woolf's The Voyage Out. During the process of erasure, I moved 
chapter by chapter and then formed what I had into 50 experimental sonnets. Solmaz 
Sharif has convincingly linked poetic erasure to government censorship, which every 
erasure project certainly risks replicating. Woolf herself had to censor herself in her novel 
in order to get published. Since the intent of this project is to celebrate rather than censor, I 
was careful and mindful not to redact but to highlight Woolf’s words. Rather than 
physically blackening out words during my process, I left Woolf’s original text clean and 
instead circled words that I believed revealed the multiple possibilities in the original text. I 
highlighted language over narrative and provided agency and voice to animals and 
inanimate objects, which Virginia Woolf often does herself in her later work, such as "Kew 
Gardens.” For the most part, I did not add anything to the text, with the exception of the 
rare addition of an "s" at the end of a word. I also occasionally cobbled together a word 
from individual letters. That said, Woolf's individual language remains mostly intact and 
unadulterated in these poems, which intend to pay homage to Woolf's original text. 
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Ultima Thule 
 
Everything comes to life in time. 
Each apparently inert atom 

will feel the nudge of life's elbow 
eventually. The hectic pace 
with which some kingdoms march, 
their ant-like haste, the churn of gnats, 
does not dictate the tempo for all. 
Some things are only seen in time lapse. 
In the depths of winter I see trees contort 
in the slow motion agony of that backwards fire, 
played as rewind, that solidifies bifurcating fumes 
and fixes motionless all the Earth's exhalations 
in the rigid form concealed by that conceit of leaves 
the trees wear on their twisted limbs in summer. 
Miles below your feet ancient microbes stir, 
as alien to our ken as any extra-terrestrial, 
moved by sporadic reflexes we can barely perceive, 
articulated and manifest only over long centuries, 
so who is to say the most distant, lifeless worlds 
are not brimming with a more leisurely life, 
when our telescopes touch them with a caress 
it takes light millennia to convey. Who would deny 
a remote intimacy connects and animates all things 
and is revealed at last over the lifetime of a universe. 
 

Peter Clive 
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Quest 
 
A spark the size of the atom is all that is desired    
At the tip of fingers which have yet to quit this longing. 
 
Electricity born with the original pulse of eternity 
Seeks to be reborn in the communion of these souls. 
 
She rests in well-planned oblivion above the plane    
Essence of an existence he needs to become real. 
 
How much longer will it take for the curtain of steel to fall 
For this glorious multitude of doors to gape into temptation! 
 
Her spirit is white as the smiles of goddesses upon the heavens 
She floats in the ephemeral dress of taffetas and diamonds.   
 
She is aura in a saintly glow of gold, silver and previous stones 
Seemingly a fairy, or a ghost the mere scent of fresh infinity. 
 
His energy can only tend to satisfy her life desires as if magical 
Everything that is, simply leads to this unique conclusion.   
 

Fabrice Poussin 
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Vigil 
 
A tooth      
three ashen feathers 
left on the table  
a statue in spelter 
peering through the window 
 
black panes  
reflecting the statue 
peering through the window 
and my mother    gazing at me 
wondering who I might be 
and why I am there 
 
it may be a fairy’s tooth      
I say    she smiles  
and considers the statue 
 
if you can’t make it  
beyond the breakers 
someone’s left you  
three feathers     I say 
 
she smiles again  
and looks through the window 
the shadows are fused 
cool to the touch 
 
in an instant she’s gone      
the feathers, too 
me     speechless  
in the quick of her wake 
 

Scott Elder 
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Visitor 
  

Every day, she came in after school, 
claimed squatter’s rights 
on my hospital bed, 
shared my tea and fed me jokes. 
Relentlessly cheerful, she chattered 
about absolutely everything  

– except the cancer, of course. 
It was there, under the surface, 
but she smothered it in laughter. 
Dividing the asparagus equally 
was far more important. 
Now, thirty years on, 
she still steals my asparagus. 
 

Marilyn Timms 
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Next of Kin 

 
Daughters are reflections of yourself;  
they make themselves up,  
dress in your clothes, pretend  
to be you. They hate you 
sometimes, seeing the woman  
they might become. 
 
They're on your side, 
baking cakes, making tea, 
opening wine. They clean 
better than you, adding  
comfort to confusion, easily.  
They come back to you. 
 

Gill Lambert 
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Before any new medical procedures 
 
my mother updates her will 
names me next of kin 
puts me in charge of pulling the plug 
ensures I have doctor names and medication lists 
asks me to take care of her dog 
tells me to split things down the middle with my older brother 
(who does not deserve half; yes I am bitter) 
donates clothes to the salvation army 
cleans her refrigerator 
tries to vacuum 
calls her sister 
decides between a casket and becoming ashes 
forgets to send bank account information 
says she doesn’t have enough time 
 

Ashley Elizabeth 
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Admission 

 
Just before we took her in, 
we ate as a family. She was propped 
at the head of the table, honoured. 
Not eating, only watching us. 
  
We had tried to make her better. 
Spent nine days and nights 
dispensing bottled marvels. 
Yoghurts, Complan, sunlight trapped - 
golden honey’s wonders. 
  
We sensed she was leaving us. 
A gradual withdrawing of movement and words, 
slipping into another story, 
occasionally cresting up with odd requests 
for swimming pools and beaches. 
  
Hours later, when the darkness lapped 
like an indigo lake, we realised we missed her 
too much. How we felt relief whistle out of us, 
like balloons untied, as we dived into the Christmas traffic – 
  
surged through barriers and faded curtains, 
the winter hours dragging a lazy cargo 
of ragged tinsel, and dwindling fairy lights. 
  
She boarded a high white bed, 
with cotton candy sheets. 
We were the centre of everything, 
form the picture windowed waiting room, 
with sandpipers swooping, ceiling bound, 
to the cramped cubicle where she surfed the night. 
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It made me scared, thinking 
whatever it was could carry her off, 
and drop her in some undisclosed location. 
That maybe I can’t keep all I’ve wished for. 
  
She carried on though, no signs of fear, 
only discomfort. Her strength was calm and patient, 
so much deeper than we had known. 
 

Ali Jones 
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Lavender Field 
 
 

 
 

 
Susan Castillo Street 
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The News 

 
It’s Tuesday afternoon, and like every Tuesday afternoon we are in the 

pub during my lunch break. The office where I work is just down the road from 

the pub but for that hour it feels like it’s at a much more comfortable distance. 

We sit at a table for two, a couple of tables away from the corner – not right in 

the corner because when we sit at that particular table there is a speaker right 

behind me and it’s difficult to hear what my dad is saying. I ask for my usual – 

jacket potato with cheese – and Dad goes to the bar to order. The pub is quiet, 

which is always good when we are short on time. 

There is a television on the wall in the middle of the room, opposite the 

bar. I am sat to the left of it and now I notice it for the first time. The BBC News is 

on. Like many public places where there is a television on but also music playing, 

the television has subtitles. The subtitles appear as the presenters are speaking 

because the news is filmed live. On some other programmes which are pre-

recorded, the subtitles appear one or two lines at a time, before the actors or 

presenters have spoken their lines. This foreshadowing means the viewer knows 

what to expect – they can see what’s going to be said before they hear it. Waiting 

for the spoken word is a thing of the past with those subtitles. 

During live shows, the subtitles appear a word at a time, scrambling to 

get on the screen as soon as they have been spoken. Sometimes the words come 

up wrong because it sounds like someone said one thing but they actually said 

something else, and the subtitles make no sense for a moment. Rushing leads to 

mistakes. Maybe waiting can be a good thing. 

I watch the subtitles pop up on the screen, but I’m too far away to read 

them. I can just make out the red and white background behind the two 

presenters – one male, one female. And the red news ticker at the bottom of the 

screen, but of course I can’t read that either. 

 

I’m not in the pub. I’m in the waiting room of the bowel screening clinic 

waiting for my yearly gastroscopy and flexible sigmoidoscopy. There are three or 

four other people waiting, plus me and my parents. My parents are going to be 
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waiting for a little while after I’ve gone in. The appointment letter tells you what 

time to arrive at the clinic but that isn’t the time of your appointment. You wait 

for your name to be called, you get taken to the room with all the beds, you get 

changed into the hospital gown. You wait for the doctor to come and talk to you 

about what’s going to happen and all the things that could go wrong with the 

procedure. You’re advised to bring a book, a dressing gown and slippers. 

Sometimes the clinic is running behind. Sometimes you’re waiting for a long time 

for anything to happen. Sometimes your procedure takes longer than normal 

because they find something that could be bad news. Sometimes when you come 

back into the room with the beds, you’re holding back tears so much your eyes 

ache but you might as well cry because all the nurses can see you’re upset 

anyway since your eyes are red and shiny and a much brighter green than they 

were before. Sometimes you go to the toilet and just want to lock yourself in 

there and bawl because you’re so terrified of your own body. Sometimes it takes 

a lot to go back into the waiting room and greet your parents like everything 

went fine. Sometimes the wait for your parents to come back and pick you up 

seems like forever. They’ve only been to the café on the other side of the hospital. 

But always, the nurses are wonderful. And always, they give you a drink 

and a biscuit. Sometimes there are bourbons. My favourite. But chocolate doesn’t 

take the sting out of the longest wait yet – the wait for the postman to drop the 

good or bad news through your door, ten to fourteen days later. Or longer, if 

you’re really unlucky. 

And sitting in that waiting room before your name is called, you wonder 

what is to come. Will it be straightforward? That wait always feels long. 

Appointments are all in the morning and the BBC Breakfast news is always on. 

The subtitles always race to be seen quickly enough after the newsreaders have 

spoken. The subtitles know nothing of waiting. 

 

I look away from the television. Pop music is streaming from the 

speakers and my dad is talking to the woman behind the bar. I fix my eyes on the 

back of his head. On the sticky wooden table. On the dull patterned carpet. On 

anywhere but the television. No point revisiting the clinic more times than I have 

to. 
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Dad comes back with our drinks and the wait is over. “So what’s new, 

then?” 

“Not much,” I tell him. 

 

Sam Rose 
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Boundary Violation/Heart Surgery 
 
I entered the machine. 
On my own soft feet. 
Murders of black robots like crows rustled and hummed,  
exhaled frigid breath.  
They stripped me, 
taped me, needled and sprayed me. 
 
And I laid my body down 
in this glass room. They kept me awake. Bitter herbs. 
A white rabbit larger than a man 
grinned vampire teeth, 
hammer in one paw to pound my heart. 
 
There were balloons, liquid nitrogen, 
a suggestion of microwaves and my secrets exposed 
on a 52” screen as snakes slithered through my skin 
into pathways only my blood should whisper. 
 
They told me to breathe. 
 
The next few nights I did not sleep. 
Fearing the rabbit. 
 
Where they planted a monitor in my skin, glued next to my cat tattoo,  
bruising spread, my left breast a purple Picasso masterpiece. 
I did not sleep. 
 
The monitor tattles my secrets all night after midnight. 
 
The third day exhaustion took me. I slept hard,  
unaware when I woke of the day or time. 
I followed my mother into a field. She disappeared  
down a woodchuck hole. 
When I called, she popped out, a large lynx 
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with Mom’s three-years’-past-dying eyes,  
juicy dead bird in her mouth.  
 
“Eat, baby.”  she said. I was hungry. 
 
Last night while the monitor betrayed my irregular rhythms  
though I camoflaged myself well with dusk,  
 
I arrived on Cape Cod. My husband and I argued and then  
I was running, running to the ocean, water to my waist. 
 I embraced a mossy cliff.  
Salt-tinged rivulets flowed down my sore throat. 
I need. I need. I need. 
 
When I climb to the beach, fog obscures the world.  
No way back to him, our motel, or not to fall off a cliff.  
I slide one bare foot at a time along pavement, sand grinds skin. 
My feet must be bleeding. It stings.  
 
A cottage looms. Woman bows her head over artwork 
she crafts by lantern light. I stand unseen, back to the shingles. 
I shiver, fingers spread, full of splinters and peeled paint, to wait 
 
for the sun to burn the fog away.  
To find my way. 
Heart-percussion syncopates/ocean’s song;  
beneath a May moon. 
I pray 
for peace. 
 

Rachael Ikins 
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Charity Grace 
                   my little cherry-cheeked  rhododendron baby 
 
There were no sudden fever signposts or seizure guidelines  
 I wrapped her unconscious body in a leafy green blanket   
                                      held her in a snare of moonlit prayers,   
                                                    her warm cheek pressed against my breast  
                                                                                               straight to ER   
                                                            drowning at red traffic lights  
For three weeks I barked like a traffic cop 
stopping uncoordinated assaults of blood letters 
                                                            shot givers  
                                                                 & trolley intravenous pesticides 
  
So scared her two year old body summoned up clusters of poppies when any 
white coats appeared.   
She needed watering, a trellis for support 
But didn’t wake after her MRI, 24, 48 hours  
                                     We thought we’d lost her 
I want you to believe: 
There is an underside vein to leaves  
                 magic to tap into like sap with the scent of lilacs and healing perennials.  
We held hands chanting the right words 
The sky erupted as murmurations of stars  
doubled back lighting the moon’s dark side 
& the tides turned water to wine  
pouring into our room as slow and sweet as honey 
angelic beanstocks wound ‘round her bed  
it was life  
it was madness  
it was poetry  
 

Kathleen Strafford 
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Hypothetical 
 
I see her about town sometimes, with flaming hair 
and eyes that look like yours. She has borrowed my smile 
but your dimples and she is perfect – 
 
and content with her parents, holding hands, 
a mum and dad either side 
who tried hard, month after month to have her 
 
while we umm’d and ahh’d, and I recycled lines: 
I’ve really never wanted them; 
I don’t think I’d be a good mother; 
 
Is it a deal-breaker? 
 
During any given visit to the city centre I can see  
thirteen different versions of the child/family/life 
we didn’t have.  
 

Charley Barnes 
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Grammar Error 
 
“Missing period” Grammarly complains 
 
and I argue that no, I am not missing it at all. 
 
I take a moment to be grateful for 
small blessings arriving in painful packages 
 
 – a routine surgery, a short recovery time, 
a missed chance at childbearing. 
 
The price to pay for clean underwear 
and no more days lying in the foetal position 
wishing to be a man. 
 

Sam Rose 
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Two Worlds 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Fabrice Poussin 
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timeline 
 
i want to film a carefully choreographed dance scene 
with you in the parking lot of a home depot. 
i want to burn our padlock bridge 
at three in the morning via email 
by. using. a. lot. of. periods. 
to. convey. my. slightly. bad. mood. 
then apologize in tears after i've finally had a nap. 
i want to randomly see your mom 
at my pulmonologist's office and 
not know what to say to her. 
i want you to drive the getaway razor scooter 
on my next crime spree. 
i want you to fav 20 of my tweets in a row. 
i want to try to stay up past midnight with you on new year's eve 
but fall asleep on the couch three hours early. 
 
if we were the last two people on earth, 
i would still do everything i could to impress you. 
 

Rachel Tanner 
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Withdrawal 
 
The shredder savages 
her Valentine’s Day card 
and love you notes.   
All the Mills & Boons 
on my bookshelf shout stop. 
 
I close my eyes and dive 
from her turbulent skies, 
say goodbye to nights rocketing, 
in our blue velvet shuttle, 
powered by pheromones. 
 

Anne Walsh Donnelly 
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1982 
  
You placed a cassette tape on the speaker, 
with two concert tickets for The City Hall on 
8pm - Monday 26th April 1982 
  
I was swotting for exams at the time, 
and the tape remained abandoned until 
8pm - Sunday 25th April 1982 
  
Felling obliged, I slid the tape into the deck, 
and listened again, and again, till morning 
8am – Monday 26th April 1982 
  
My first live concert, my first love, twin guitars, 
repeat the refrain, I fell in love 
8pm – Monday 26th April 1982 
  
Thirty five years on, my resolve never faded, 
tape turned to vinyl, and now you’re both gone 
8pm - Wednesday 26th April 2017 
 

Alexandra Carr-Malcolm 
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bones of the wolf 
 
beneath the indigo waves 
of the rainbow 
i am painted in many vibrant hues 
 
red is the one 
that makes me feel the prettiest 
 
hue of passion, of love, of danger, of anger, 
warning to stop and symbolizing idyllic romances; 
red is a paradox 
just like me— 
 
the tapestry of stars making up my bones 
sings to me of heaven, 
and the lightning bolt scar on my arm 
sings to me of my light; 
i know one day i will be rejoined with the moon— 
 
for she is my mother 
so howl to her if you'd like, but it's in vain; 
already she knows of you and she loathes you for the  
canyons of pain you riddled through 
my heart 
she'll eat you for breakfast, wolf, and spit out your bones 
into some sea of oblivion 
no black hole could ever hope to know. 
 

Linda M. Crate 
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Mid-Life Erasure 
 
Most of the day was gone 
before I realised I no longer had fingerprints. 
I had rubbed fingertip  
against fingertip (thumb 
and forefinger) 
and noticed how smooth the skin felt, 
how easily tip caressed tip, 
too easy, no resistance 
at all. 
When I looked I saw no whorls, 
no marks, 
not even the ancient scar on my little finger, 
so old I couldn't even remember what wound  
left it there.  
 
I thought nothing of it,  
even as a voice in my head 
whispered I should think 
something, anything; 
fingerprints don't just disappear. 
 
It was only later, full dark 
in the sky, 
and I sought alcohol (the only way 
I can sleep anymore) 
I discovered my driver's license 
was absent from my near empty wallet. 
 
The whisper was now a shout 
and I could not ignore it: 
I had to think something.  
I had to think everything. 
 
And so I thought 
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and I thought and I 
decided: 
 
I began to walk, 
in a direction that was opposite to everything 
I had ever known, 
my steps lighter with every step 
until I was touching clouds. 
 
I have yet to stop walking. 
 
I think I might never. 
 

Edward Lee 
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Brothers 

 
We are perched on the conversation pit  
when niece from another nation is over  
with her boys, a year apart. The older is 
three. I offer the younger one a present,  
move on to his sibling. Lachy smiles,  
verbalizes his response which only his  
mother reads. As interpreter she clarifies,  
he is saying thank you. Even before I  
reciprocate I notice Oliver has given up  
on his gift. He’s rubbernecking his sib’s  
box, same volume and bedeck. 

 
Sanjeev Sethi 
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Children’s songs 
   
     ring-o-roses 
     we all fall down 
     pop goes the weasel 
sweet veneer  
for the sinister 
 
Simple stories  
     upon a time  
     ever after 
pictures of life 
picture of lies 
 
When was  
     upon a time? 
Where are those 
who lived to tell 
these tales? 
     Ever after 
is never, after 
all is said and done 
 
Children’s songs  
should not cover horror 
with pleasantry 
They should not help 
learn helplessness 
be a call 
to senseless arms 
Instead  
they should arm children 
with sharp minds 
self belief 
a desire for justice 
that isn't blind or deaf 
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My children’s songs 
will be of women  
and men who rule  
their own destinies 
of everyday heroes 
who lift their own body weight 
so they can say 
     I can save myself 
who reach out  
an open hand 
not a fist 
who say 
     I can show you 
     how to save yourself too 
 

Amanda McLeod 
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Shepherd's Delight 
 
Neck incurved like a bare cream moon – 
the heifer bellows a weary huff 
worthy of a day's trudging. 
 
Crown bowed, she takes her seat 
beneath a new cloud; 
freshly formed, pink, and rising, 
rounded like a bell, a cowslip, 
or a full udder’s teat. 
 

Caroline Hardaker 
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Blossomburst 
 
 

 
 
 

Geraldine Clarkson 
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Therapist. Her daughter is the poet Anna Percy (and she is her biggest fan) who often 
has to email in her submissions as she continues to find computers baffling.  
 
Ciara Banks is a 25 year old from a little Suburb close to Washington DC. She 
attended Radford University where she studied Art History and grew her love of 
poetry and the written word.  
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